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ABSTRACT. Among the fundamental concepts for structure control, passive control sys-
tems have a significant role since they do not require additional energies produced by ac-
tuator. The basic of passive control is to incorporate a secondary system into the primary 
structure in order to transfer a part of the vibration energy of the primary system into 
the secondary one. In the paper the design of an optimal tuned mass damper (TMD) for 
a structure subjected to second order coloured noise excitation is investigated in order to 
minimize the sum of response mean squares of components of the primary system with a 
given ranking priority. · 
1. Introduction 
Under environmental loading structures and machines may produc:e large un-
desired vibrations, which can reflect into their quality and durability. The use of 
tuned mass dampers (TMD) helps to reduce the undesired vibrations in the primary 
system. 
A single form of TMD for structures and machines was first studied by Frahm 
(1909) for a single-degree-of-freedom system without damping in both the main and 
TMD systems. Then the theory of undamped and damped dynamic absorbers in the 
absence of damping in the main system was studied by Den Hartog (1928). In his 
study, the basic principle and procedure for proper selection of absorber parameters 
were developed. The influent of light damping in the main system was investigated 
by Ioi and Ikeda (1978) by using numerical tools to determine the optimum values of 
natural frequency as well as damping ratio of TMD. The set of optimum parameters 
of TMD such as frequency ratio, damping ratio for specified values of the mass ratio 
and the main system damping ratio was tabulated by Warburton and Ayorinde, 
see e.g. Soong and Dargush (1997) . The investigation for some special vibration 
systems related to vibration absorbers was investigated by many authors such as 
Mitropolski, Dao (1994), Muller and Schiehlen (1997) , Casciati, Due, Sang (2002), 
Papadimitriou and Katafygiotis (1997), Anh and Schiehlen (1994) , Roberts and 
Spanos (1990) , Wirsching and Campell (1974) , Palazzo et al. (1997). T. Nersessyan, 
G. Hovhanissian et al. (2001) . 
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In the paper, the selection of optimum TMD's parameters for vibration systems 
subjected to second order coloured noise excitation is investigated. The main atten-
tion is given to the case of narrow band coloured noise. The well known result for 
the case of white noise, however, can be obtained as a particular case. The coloured 
noise is modeled in such a way that covers both narrow band and wide band spec-
tral processes. The main dynamic characteristic of the TMD is selected based on 
minimizing the sum of response mean squares of components of the primary system . . 
2. Second order coloured noise excitation 
The second order coloured noise process p( t) is described as follow 
jj(t) + 2hp(t) + 0 2p(t) = a~(t) , (2.1) 
where h, n, a are positive constants, ~(t) is the stationary Gaussian white noise 
process with unit intensity. We investigate a particular case when n2 = Di + h2 , 
a= a1h2 with n1 , a 1 are positive constants. From equation (2.1) we have 
jj(t) + 2hp(t) + (n~ + h2)p(t) = a1h2~(t). 
The spectral density fu!lction of p(t) is defined as 
a2h4 








Fig. 1. Plot of Sp(cµ) versus frequency w 
(2 .2) 
(2 .3) 
It is seen from (2.2) and (2.3) that when h is tending to infinity, h --+ oo, one has: 
lim p(t) = a1 ~(t) , 
h-+oo 
a2 
lim S ( w) = - 1 · 
h-+oo p 211" 
(2 .4) 
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Thus, in the limit case, the second order coloured noise p(t) is turned into a white 
noise process. Hence, the class of second order coloured noise defined by equation 
(2.2) contains the white noise process as a particular case. Figure 1 illustrates a plot 
of function Sp(w) of p(t) with the following parameters 0 1 = 28, 0'1 = 1 and h = 3, 
200, 1000. It is seen that when the parameter h is small enough p(t) is a narrow 
band process. When h tending to infinity, h--+ oo, the plot getting parallel to the 
horizontal axe such as a spectral of white noise process. On the other hand, for 
" small values h compared to 0 1 the process p(t) is a narrow band spectral process. 
3. Design of an optimum parameters of TMD 
Figure 2 describes a model for vibration systems subjected to a ground acceler-
ation -jj(t) = p(t). This excitation is considered as a second order coloured noise 













y(t) T k1 . C1 
Fig. 2. System under acceleration 
The main system consists of n masses m 1 , m 2 , ... , mn put succeed one to another, 
each has its stiffness and damping coefficients denoted subsequently as k1, k2, ... , kn; 
ci, c2 , .•. , en: The system is subjected to a ground excitation modeled by a second 
order coloured noise. To suppress undesired large vibrations of the main system, a 
TMD of mass m0 is connected to the mass mn (see Figure 2). Stiffness and damping 
coefficients of TMD are ko, Co · 
The equations of motion for the structure with TMD are described by the system 
of linear differential equations as follows 
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MX(t) + CX(t) + KX(t) = F(t), (3.1) 
where Mis the (n + 1) x (n + 1) mass matrix, X(t) is the (n + 1) x 1 displacement 
vector of the structure system relative to its base. C, Kare (n+l) x (n+l) damping 
and stiffness matrices, respectively 
X(t) = (x1(t), x2(t), ... , Xn(t) , xo(t))T, (3.2) 
m1 0 0 0 0 
0 m2 0 0 0 
M= 0 0 0 0 (3.3) 
0 0 0 mn 0 
0 0 0 0 mo 
C1 + C2 -C2 0 0 0 0 
-C2 C2 + C3 -C3 0 0 0 
0 -C3 C3 + C4 0 0 0 
C= (3.4) 
0 0 0 Cn-l + Cn - Cn 0 
0 0 0 
- en Cn +Co - ea 
0 0 0 0 -Co Co 
ki + k2 -k2 0 0 0 0 
- k2 k2 + k3 -k3 0 0 0 
0 -k3 k3 + k4 0 0 0 
K= (3.5) 
0 0 0 kn-l +kn -kn 0 
0 0 0 -kn kn+ ko -ko 
0 0 0 0 - ko ko 
The base excitation force is 
-ym1 
~ym2 




The ground acceleration ( -jj) is considered as the second order coloured noise 
process p(t) described by the equation (2.1) . Introduce notations 
i = 0, 1, .. . , n, (3.7) 
where wi, (i are the natural frequency, damping ratio of the separate mass mi, µi -
ratio of mass mi to the mass m1 . 
Transferring equations (3.1) into Ito stochastic differential equations of first or-
der, one can obtain 
where 
xi= Yi , 
Yi= Gi(X, Y,p), 
p=q, 
q = -2hq - f2 2p + O"e(t), 
G(X, Y, q, t) = -M-1CX - M-1 KX + M-1 F(t). 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Using equation system (3.8) , one can obtained following moment equations (Roberts 
and Spanos) 
~ [! ar.p) ; ar.p)] ; ar.p) ; 2 ar.p) 1 2 ;a2r.p) to' \Yi Bxi + \ gi ( . . . ) oyi + \ q op + \ ( - 2hq - n P) oq + 20" \ 8q2 = O 
(3.10) 
where ( . . . ) is the mathematical expectation. The functions r.p are selected as follow 
(3.11) 
where i,j = 0, 1, 2, ... , n . 
Substituting (3.11) into (3.10) , then solving the equation system (3.10), one can 
get the mean square response of the mass mi , as functions off all system parameters 
(xt) = ai(Wo, W1 , .. . , Wn , (o , (1, . .. , (n, µo , 1, µ2, . .. , µn , h, O", f2), i = 1, . . . , n. 
(3.12) 
We denote (xf0 ) as mean square response of the mass mi of the system without' 
TMD. Solving corresponding moment equations one can find 
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The objective of the study is to select a set of parameters of TMD satisfying the 
following condition 





R = L 'l/Ji(xt ) sum of mean squares of response components of the 
i=l 
main system with TMD, (3.15) 
n 
R-o = L 'I/Ji (xf0 ) sum of mean squares of response components of the 
i=l 
main system without TMD, (3.16) 
'I/Ji ranking priorities, 0 ::; 'I/Ji ::; 1, µ0 is given. (3.17) 
The ratio k represents the effect of TMD, when k < 1 the TMD has good effect 
and when k > 1 it has bad effect. Substitute (3.12) , (3.13) , (3.15), (3.16) into 
(3.14) .. Given the values of 'I/Ji , Wi , ( i, µi, O" , h, n (i = 1, 2, . . . ' n) , the value of k 
will depend on two parameters w0 , ( 0 . In order to get the smallest value of k we 
take partial derivatives of k( .. . ) to variables w0 , ( 0 and set them to zero, one has 
following equation system 
ok(wo, (o) = 0 
8w0 ' 
ok(wo , (o) = o. 
8(0 (3.18) 
Solving equation system (3.18) one finds out a set of optimum parameters: w0 , ( 0 . 
Substituting the obtained values of w0 and (0 into (3.7), one can get the optimal 
values of k0 and Co of TMD. 
4. Numerical study 
This part of the paper investigates the effects of TMD for two-degree-of-freedom 
systems subjected to second order coloured noise excitation using numerical method. 
Consider a particular vibration structural system described in figure 3. 
It is assumed that the system is subjected to ground acceleration -jj(t) = p(t). 
This excitation is considered as the second order colored noise excitation described 
in equation (2.1) . The equation of motion of the structural system can be written 
in the form 
( 4.1) 
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Substitute (3. 7) into ( 4.1) and transform equation system ( 4.1) into Ito stochastic 
different equations of first order as described in the equation (3.8), where 
91 = (-2(1w1 - 2(2w2µ2)Y1 + 2(2w2µ2Yo - (wi + µ2w~)x1 + µ2w~x2 + p, 
g2 = -2(2W2Y1 + 2(2W2Y2 - 2µ0 (owo(Y2 - Yo+ X2w5 + Xow5) + W~X1 - W~X2 + p, 
µ2 
91 = 2(owo(Y2 - Yo) - w6xo + p, ( 4.2) 
p= q, 









y(t) 1 k1 C1 
Fig. 3. Model of two-degree-of-freedom system with TMD 
Function rp indicated in equation (3.11) can be taken as follow: 
2 
'Pl = X1, 
2 
<p7 = p ) 
<p13 = X1Yo, 'Pl4 = X1P, <(J15 = X1q, <p15 = X2Xo, <p17 = X2Y1, 'Pl8 = X2Y2, 
<p19 = X2Yo, 'P20 = X2P , 'P21 = X2q, 'P22 = XoY1, <p23 = XoY2, 'P24 = XoYo, 
i.p25 = Xop, r.p25 = Xoq, <p21 = Y1Y2, <p2s = Y1Yo, <p29 = Y1P, <p30 = Yiq, 
<p31 = Y2Yo, <p32 = Y2P, <p33 = Y2q, <p34 = YoP, <p35 = Yoq, <p35 = pq. ( 4.3) 
Substitute (4.2), (4.3) into (3.10) , we can obtain 36 equations. The equation system 
can be solved using MAPLE V.4 to find out unknowns 
(4.4) 
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In case of structure without TMD, the equations of motion can be described as 
follow 
( 4.5) 
where x 10 , x 20 are displacements of masses m 1 , m2 . Using Ito stochastic and moment 
equations, the values of (xi0), (x~0 ) and Ro in the equation (3.16) also ~an be 
calculated. Following we investigate the system with parameters as µ 2 = 0.3, ( 1 = 
0.25, w1 = 40, w2 = 50, (2 = 0.1, D = 30, µ0 = 0.04, h = 2, a= 1, 'l/J1 = 1, 'l/J2 = 0. 
1.2 
0 .4 
~~~~~~..,,..,,..~~ ............ ~~ ............ ~ .......... --~/ 
10 20 40 50 60 
crnegaO 
Fig. 4. Plot 3d of k versus Wo , (o 
Calculating the optimum parameters of TMD, we find out kmin = 0.35 at w0 = 
29.25 , ( 0 = 0.026. It is clearly that when the primary system is incorporated to 
· TMD with appropriate parameters, the response performance index k is decreased 
about one third. In case the parameters of TMD are not selected properly, the use of 
TMD causes the system vibrate more strongly, for example, at w0 = 36.6; (0 = 0.001 
one has k = 1.38. 
In order to illustrate the above calculated results , the vibration of the system is 
simulated using software SIMULINK in three cases: without TMD, with optimum 
TMD and with inappropriate TMD. The simulink diagram is described in Figure 5. 
From Figure 6, we can see that with appropriate TMD, the displacement of mass 
m 1 is decreased approximately 403, however when selecting wrong parameters of 
TMD as seen in Figure 7, the displacement x 1 is much increased. 
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Fig. 5. Model Simulink 
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Fig . 6. Displacement of mass m 1 with optimum and without TMD 
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Fig. 1. Displacement of mass m1 with worst and without TMD 
5. Particular case 
We investigate a particular case when the system has only mass m1 and mass 
m 0 is connected to. The damping ratio of the main system is equal to zero ( 1 = O; 
The structure is subjected to excitation described by equation (2.2) 
p(t) + 2hfl(t) + (ni + h2)p(t) = o-1ni~(t) 
and h --t oo. As studied in part 2, when h --t oo, the excitation p(t) is turned into 
white noise process. Solving equation systems (2.4), one can obtain expression of 
(xr), then take limitation when h --t oo, one has: 
Wo 
where >. = -. Taking derivatives (5.1) to variable >. , ( 0 and set them to zero, we 
W1 
have equation system: 
-1 + 3>,4 - 2>.2 + 3µ4 >.4 + 12µ3 >.4 + 18µ2 >.4 + µ3 >.2 - 3µ>.2 + 4(c5.\2 + 12µX4 
4(2.\2µ 
4(J>.2µ2+12(Jµ2>.2+12(2>.2µ 
+ 4(o.A2µ = 0, 
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4(J>.2µ3 + 12(J>.2µ2 + 12(J>.2µ - 4(J>.2 + >.4µ4 + 4>.4µ3 + 6>.4µ2 + >.2µ3 
4(J>.µ 
-3>.2µ + 4.A4µ - 2.A2 + 1 + _A4 
+ 4(J.Aµ = 0. (5.2) 
Solve equation system (5.2) , the optimum parameters of TMD can be obtained: 
.X - ~ ( 
opt - J2 ( l + µ) ' 2opt = µ(µ-4) (5 .3) 8(µ2 - µ - 2) 
The above result was discovered by Warburton in 1982 when considered structure 
without damper subjected to white noise excitation. 
6. Conclusions 
There have been many papers investigating the effect of TMD in structural 
systems for vibration control. This paper' presents a procedure for selecting a set of 
parameters of TMD to minimize sum of mean square of response components with 
given ranking priority for multi-degree-of-freedom systems. 
The numerical study is then investigated for given parameters of primary system 
and excitation. The re'sult shows that with optimum parameters of TMD, the effec-
tiveness of optimal TMD is very good, however the use of TMD with inappropriate 
parameters may produce bad effect for the vibration system. This calculation is 
verified by running simulation using software SIMULINK of MATLAB R12. 
This publication is completed with financial support from The Council for 
Natural Science of Vietnam. 
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PHUONG PHAP LV A CHON cAc THONG so CHO BO TMD 
CHO H$ NHIEU BAC TV DO CHlU KICH f)QNG ON MAU BAC HAI 
Trong cac phuang phap dieu khien h~ ket cau, phuang phap dieu khien th\l d(mg 
dong m9t vai tro quan trc.mg VI n6 kh6ng can phii dung ngoi:ii h,rc . Nguyen ly cO.a 
phuang phap dieu khien dao d<)ng th\l d<)ng Ia gan vao h~ ket cau chinh m9t h~ thu 
cap de phan tan m<)t phan nang lm;mg dao d<)ng tu h~ chfnh sang h~ thu cap. Bai 
bao de c~p den m<)t phuang phap tfnh toan toi uu be) TMD cho h~ ket cau nhieu 
b~c t\l' do ch!u kfch d<)ng on mau b~c hai nham di:it duqc gia tr! nho nhat cO.a tong 
cac dap ung bl.nh phuang trung bl.nh v&i thu t\l' uu tien cho tru&c. 
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